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John B. Davis Jr.
1921-2011

John B. Davis Jr. (above) during his tenure as Macalester's 13th president; (below left)
with donor and friend DeWitt Wallace; with M Club president Steve Cox at a Step Forward
launch party in 2008.
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John B. Davis Jr., a beloved and important
member of the Macalester community and
its 13th president, died last summer at age
89. Davis was president from 1975 to 1984,
assuming the top spot when the college was
foundering. Under his leadership, the college
climbed out of debt and became financially
stable. “John B. Davis is among a small handful of individuals who have made the greatest
difference in the life of Macalester College,”
says President Brian Rosenberg. “He will be
sorely missed but never forgotten.”
Born in Haverhill, Mass., and armed with
a doctorate from Harvard University’s Graduate School of Education, he came to Minnesota in 1967 to be superintendent of Minneapolis schools, and took over at Macalester in
1975 when the college was $2 million in debt.
By the time he left, Macalester had regained its financial health, improved its ability to recruit excellent faculty and students,
improved morale among faculty and staff,
and increased the number of academic majors. He also charted a course that significantly boosted the academic credentials of
incoming students and faculty and improved
the college’s reputation both locally and nationwide.
Davis is remembered for his spirit of inclusion and optimism, insightfulness and
compassion. He left an enduring and unforgettable legacy on this campus.
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Household Words
Remembering John B. Davis

J
photo: Greg Helgeson

by Brian Rosenberg

When John arrived at Macalester, the
college faced a deficit of $2 million, very
large in relation to the size of the overall
John B. Davis Jr., the 13th president of
budget. Within one year that imbalance was
Macalester College, died on July 5, 2011, at
erased, and has not reappeared since. Relathe age of 89. He would have been utterly untions with the college’s largest donor, DeWitt
interested in tributes but pleased to imagine
Wallace, were repaired, setting the stage for the
that his passing might be used to ruminate on
enormous gift that enlarged
matters of interest and impornot only the college’s endowtance.
ment, but also its possibiliWhen I think of John—with
ties. Maybe most important,
whom I was privileged to become
John established through
well acquainted during the past
his actions a model of trust,
eight years—I am inclined to
competence, and accountreflect upon the subject of leadability that infused the enership. Macalester students, we
tire Macalester community.
have found, view leadership with
At the time of his retirement
skepticism. Perhaps this is befrom Macalester in 1984, one
cause we have as a society been
student commented that,
“led” into so many dire situa“he will be missed not only
tions; perhaps it is because there
for his work, but also for his
is no shortage of individuals
character, which has allowed
happy to describe the adeptness
us to view him not only as
of their own leadership; perhaps
a president, but in a way as a
it is because our students believe
friend.”
more deeply in the efficacy of col- John B. Davis (left) and President Brian Rosenberg at the
John would have been the
lective than of individual action.
James Wallace Society Dinner, June 2010
first to insist that he was not
Historians too have moved
away from the notion that particular powerful and operations. Like many financial crises, solely responsible for strengthening Macalesindividuals are the primary shapers of histori- this one led not only to problems in balanc- ter during his tenure. In fact he did insist upon
cal events—the so-called “great man” theory ing income and expenses, but also to a fraying this, noting in 1984 that, “there have been
of history—and toward a more nuanced sense of the collective sense of confidence and opti- some good changes since I’ve been here but I
that history tends to be shaped by social and mism about the future. One need only exam- have been only one of the instrumentalities.”
political forces beyond any single person’s ine our national discourse during the current True enough—though I would add that while
period of severe financial hardship to see how John may not have been sufficient on his own
control.
None of this, I think, is fundamentally powerful and paralyzing this loss of confi- to reshape the institution, he was indisputably necessary.
wrong. And yet—and yet—I hold fast to dence can become.
Anyone who knew John B. Davis or has
John understood that one of the great
the belief that particular individuals of great
character, courage, and ability can make an challenges of leadership, particularly during read his writings knows that he was fond of a
extraordinary difference in the lives of others: difficult times, was striking the right balance Yoda-like inversion of syntax that never failed
that there are in fact leaders who dispropor- between candor and inspiration, between to catch one’s attention. So in tribute to my
tionately matter in the evolution of commu- warning and inspiring people to rise to a friend and mentor, I will end thusly: most fornities and institutions. I believe this in part higher level of excellence. His inaugural ad- tunate was Macalester to benefit from the efdress, delivered in November 1975, is in many forts of this great and good man. A true leader
because of the example of John B. Davis.
While many people have played critical respects brutally honest—“we did not as a he was.
roles in the history of Macalester College, it company of people deal directly and quickly
seems fair to say that without the efforts of with the economics of our college”—yet is Brian Rosenberg, the president of
President Davis, Macalester would today be a never without a sense of confidence that “the Macalester, writes a regular column for
different and in some regards lesser place. In- great idea which is Macalester” would survive Macalester Today. He can be reached at
and thrive.
deed, it might no longer exist.
rosenbergb@macalester.edu.
When John assumed the presidency of
Macalester in 1975, the college had a splendid faculty and passionate students but was
confronted by some very serious problems,
many stemming from the withdrawal of financial support by DeWitt Wallace and the
consequent impact on the college’s budget
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Summit to St. Clair
Campus news summary

O

Our women’s ultimate Frisbee team has a great attitude. The
Mac team, known as the Pursesnatchers, won the spirit award at the
Division III women’s ultimate national tournament in its first-ever trip
to that tourney last spring. The Pursesnatchers played five games in
Buffalo, N.Y., before winning the coveted award.
Hard work and team camaraderie led to the accomplishment, says
team leader Lisa Barnes ’11. “The team definitely became more intense
about playing competitively in the past two years, but this was also
one of our most fun and enthusiastic years,” she says. “Because each
person worked so hard on her own, we were able to have so much fun
at practice.”
The successful 2010-11 season included fall tournaments at Grinnell and Carleton Colleges. In the spring, the team competed in a tournament in Georgia, indoor games at the College of St. Benedict and the
University of Minnesota, and the college championships.
Once the team learned it had qualified for the national tournament,
4
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members cobbled together team dues, Frisbee sale proceeds, and club
sports funds to pay for the trip. The Pursesnatchers drove to Buffalo—
arriving Friday night, playing Saturday and Sunday, and getting home
by Monday morning. At nationals the team went 2-3 and hit its goal of
placing higher than they’d been seeded going into the weekend.
Winning the spirit award, though, was the most memorable moment. From wearing jumpsuits on the sidelines to doing the limbo
after every game, the team’s enthusiasm was clear. After each game,
every team ranks its opponent on a five-point scale for spirit, which
Barnes defines as knowing the game’s nuances and having a positive
attitude both on and off the field. At the tournament’s end, the team
with the highest average wins the spirit award.
“We were more psyched about winning the spirit award than we
would have been about winning the tournament,” Barnes says. “It summarized the event for us: We played well but had even more fun. No
team at nationals laughed as much as we did.”

photos: Sarah Lansky

Ultimate spirit

Mac’s women’s ultimate
Frisbee team won the spirit
award at the national tournament, thanks to their
fun-loving ways.

New faculty at Mac
• Velez is especially interested in
religious encounters, comparative
empire, the transoceanic spread
of Catholic devotion, the experience of indigenous women on
the American frontiers, and the
communal formulation of myths.
She has written extensively on
the Jesuits and their missionary
outposts in the Americas. Her
master’s and PhD degrees are
from Princeton University.

Four new tenure-track faculty
members joined Macalester this
fall: Mario Solis-Garcia (economics), Jesus Ernesto Ortiz-Diaz
(Hispanic and Latin American
studies), Karin Velez (history), and
Victoria Malawey (music).
• Solis-Garcia’s fields of concentration are macroeconomics,
growth and development, and
financial economics. His work explores the business cycle implications of changes in expectations
about the course of future fiscal
policy, the connection between
government policy and the size
of the shadow economy, and the
effects of regulation on labor
markets in Spanish business
cycles. He has a master’s degree
from El Colegio de Mexico and
a master’s and a PhD from the
University of Minnesota.

New faculty
(from left):
Ortiz-Diaz,
Malawey, Velez,
Solis-Garcia

• Ortiz-Diaz, who will teach Por-

tugese, has as his main research
areas Latin American colonial
and 19th-century literature with
a focus on narrative and poetry.
He is currently examining the

portrayal of nature in contemporary Latin American literature.
He has a master’s degree from
the University of Colorado and
a PhD from the University of
California-Davis.

• Victoria Malawey’s research
interests include the analysis of
songs, popular music, music theory pedagogy, and gender studies.
She writes on a wide range of
topics, including the musician
Bjork. She also composes music
for mixed chamber and vocal
ensembles. Her master’s and PhD
degrees are from Indiana University’s Jacobs School of Music.

Wide Receiver Renaissance Man

Photos: (TOP) SHER STONEMAN, (bottom) christopher mitchell

C

Calling Mike Snavely ’12 a balanced Macalester student-athlete is an
understatement.
In the three years since the Minneapolis native arrived at Mac, he
has conducted research with a professor, worked in a University
of Minnesota lab, and studied abroad in Botswana, where he
volunteered at a pediatric HIV clinic and organized a charity
soccer tournament. He was also part of Macalester’s
first winning football season in 24 years.
Not surprisingly, wide receiver Snavely chose Macalester largely because it made this juggling act
possible. “I knew I’d have the chance to balance a
varsity sport with unique academic and extracurricular opportunities,” he says. “Mac has prepared
me for success in all aspects of life, from being a
scholar to working with teammates.”
Snavely, a biology and chemistry major
with a Community and Global Health concentration, worked in a Mac biochemistry lab the
summer after his sophomore year. That’s when
the balancing act kicked into high gear. “I was cloning
bacteria by day and lifting weights by night,” he says.
Last summer, Snavely was part of a new applied
health research program, where he was paired with

a mentor at a University of Minnesota infectious disease center. He
worked in the lab and shadowed his mentor, who is both a microbiologist and a physician—a path Snavely plans to pursue after graduation.
“It was a perfect fit,” he says. “My mentor’s specialty is HIV,
which was my focus in Botswana, but I had never before observed the doctor-patient dynamics of the disease. It was a
powerful experience.”
As for football, Snavely hopes his team will carry last
year’s momentum into this season. He’s excited about a
talented group of incoming first-year players, and he
and his teammates are working hard to upset a MIAC
opponent. (Editor's note: They beat Hamline on Oct. 1.)
However the season unfolds, his coaches will continue to admire Snavely’s accomplishments and support
his full schedule. While in Botswana he missed spring
football practices, but his coaches showed their
support through regular emails and by following his blog.
“Mike is the epitome of what a studentathlete should be,” head coach Tony Jennison
says. “He truly strives for excellence in everything he does.
He is a gifted leader, a trusted friend, and a tremendous
teammate.”
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Summit to St. Clair

new
Multicultural
Dean

Campus news summary

“Chris brings to Macalester a wealth of experience
not only from his previous positions but also as a long
time scholar-activist involved with social change,” says

Garrison Keillor (at left), well-known
St. Paul author and host of NPR’s A
Prairie Home Companion, interviewed
former United States Vice President
Walter Mondale ’50 at Macalester’s
Opening Convocation on September
12. The event packed the Leonard
Center’s Alumni Gymnasium with
students, faculty, staff, and alumni.
Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) will air the famous duo's
conversation in December.
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Laurie Hamre, vice president of student affairs. “His
enthusiasm for and understanding of Macalester will
greatly benefit the entire college community.”
Throughout his career, MacDonald-Dennis has
been a strong advocate for equity and inclusion in
higher education. He has created numerous programs
to help students learn across difference as well as
programs to help marginalized students thrive on
college campuses. “I’m excited about working here
because I know the specialness of places like Macalester: small, residential, community-oriented,”
said MacDonald-Dennis. “My style is relational,
and it’s through relationships that we are able to
help people become more accepting of multiculturalism and to truly become an inclusive and just
community.”
A Boston native and pop culture aficianado,
MacDonald-Dennis previously worked at New
England College, the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst, and the University of Michigan. He
moved to St. Paul with his partner, Frederic MacDonald-Dennis, who also works in student affairs.
MacDonald-Dennis hopes to increase the visibility of multiculturalism at Macalester. “I want
to work with the entire campus to infuse diversity
throughout the institution, thereby making systemic
change. Since multiculturalism is valued at Macalester,
it needs to be a priority for all of us—it’s everyone’s job.”

photos: sher stoneman

Christopher MacDonald-Dennis has been named dean
of Macalester College’s Multicultural Life Department.
MacDonald-Dennis, who has degrees in student development and counseling and social justice education,
was most recently assistant dean and director of intercultural affairs at Bryn Mawr College.

photo: christopher mitchell
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Mac
Fulbrights
in Turkey
Recent Mac grads James Mayer ’11
(Houston) and Alexandra
Frankel ’09 (Milwaukee) are two
of the 50 students awarded Fulbright English Teaching Assistantships this year to Turkey.
The Turkish Higher Education
System (YÖK) recently established
a number of new universities.
Mayer, who majored in classics
and history, will help teach conversational English and serve as
cultural interpreter of the United
States for Turkish students and
colleagues at Selçuk University
in Konya, Turkey. Anthropology
major Frankel will have similar
responsibilities at Afyon Kocatepe
University in Afyonkarahisar, several hours southwest of Ankara.
“I spent a semester in Turkey
while studying abroad in 2010 and
cannot think of a more fascinating
or beautiful country,” says Mayer.
“I look forward to giving back to
the community that nurtured and
inspired me as a study abroad
student. I also hope to do some
research and traveling while I’m
in Turkey.”
Since graduating from Macalester, Frankel has served as
an AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer
working with St. Stephen’s Human
Services in Minneapolis. She says,
“The Fulbright fellowship means
that I will have the opportunity to
continue serving in some capacity
while returning to an academic
setting.”
Since being established in
1946 under legislation introduced by the late U.S. Senator
J. William Fulbright of Arkansas,
the Fulbright Program has given
approximately 300,000 students,
scholars, teachers, artists, and
scientists the opportunity to study,
teach and conduct research,
exchange ideas, and contribute to
finding solutions to shared international concerns.

Volleyball,

chemistry,
and cancer

L

Laura Avena ’14 is a cancer survivor, an accomplished volleyball player, and an internationally competitive chemistry student. It’s a
path forged through determination—and inspired by joy in her efforts.
Avena grew up in Cesis, Latvia, a small
medieval town about 50 miles from the capital city of Riga. Having fought cancer at age
4, Avena had protective doctors, who insisted
she be excused from gym classes. But her parents disagreed and signed her up for volleyball. When the doctors forbade her to participate in intramural contests, “My dad just said,
‘Fine, who cares? You will still participate in
national tournaments!’”
Both of Avena’s parents had been track
athletes in high school, and her father in particular didn’t want her to miss out on a valuable experience. Avena agrees that athletics
has much to offer: “How it is to reach your
physical limits and then try to exceed them;
how it is to power through pain; what it takes
to win; how disappointing a loss can be; how
it is to prepare for something for a long period
of time. It definitely shapes a person.”
Her leukemia bout inspired an interest in
oncology, but by ninth grade Avena had fallen in love with chemistry. “I started reading
chemistry books almost as novels. Whenever
I had free time I did experiments or solved
more problems.”
By 2009 she was competing on three national teams—two beach volleyball teams
and Latvia’s national team sent to the International Chemistry Olympiad in Cambridge,

England. It made for a grueling schedule.
“Someone was constantly yelling at me, because if I went to a practice, I missed a lab or
lecture. If I went there, I got hard conditioning
for missing a practice.” That year she and her
volleyball teammates competed in the European and World competitions, losing only to
the gold and silver medal-winners.
By this time, both chemistry professor
Ron Brisbois and former volleyball coach
Steph Schleuder had begun recruiting Avena.
“I’m very pleased that I helped persuade Laura
she could have a balance between athletics
and academics at Macalester,” says Brisbois.
“She has demonstrated the kind of enthusiasm for chemistry and physics that is inherent
with successful scientists.”
“She has that fighter mentality and is not
the type to give up on anything,” says volleyball coach Annie Doman, “which explains how
she has been able to overcome all the challenges that have come her way. Her competitiveness and work ethic are great assets to the
volleyball program.”
Avena, who is majoring in both chemistry
and physics, last summer held a paid research
position working with chemistry professor Paul
Fischer. They were synthesizing air-sensitive
organometallic molecules; Avena is particularly interested in organometallic chemistry.
Avena, now in remission from cancer for
nearly 15 years, hopes to attend graduate
school after Mac. As she says, “How can you
not want to do that? Just to study more and
work on things you love—great deal!”

fall 2011
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Campus news summary

New Exchange
Programs

photo: greg helgeson

N

Now there’s a new way for Mac students to study abroad.
The college has recently arranged exchange agreements with Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in Singapore and Sciences Po
in France, allowing their students to come to Mac and Mac students
to study there.
These exchanges, unlike typical study abroad programs, will enable more Macalester students to study abroad without increasing the
college’s study-away budget. Students pay tuition to their home institutions, so no money crosses the ocean. The five-year goal is that an
equal number of students will go in each direction.
Developing these exchanges allows Mac to offer more study-away
possibilities for students in fields like chemistry, “where students really need more options,” says Provost Kathleen Murray.
Because the study of chemistry, like that of many sciences, is sequential, it has been hard for majors to leave campus for a semester.
Chemistry professor and chair Becky Hoye, who has visited NTU,
feels the academic programs are compatible; instruction is in English.
Fewer than 10 percent of students in chemistry, physics, and mathematics and computer science currently study abroad, estimates International Center Director Paul Nelson.
“Sciences Po [formally the Institut d’Etudes Politiques] is the most
prestigious of the Paris universities for political science,” says Nelson.
It has a main campus in Paris and six satellite campuses, each with its
area of specialty, he says, and offers lots of courses in English.

Provost Kathleen Murray

The exchange programs will probably launch in fall 2012. Even
students who don’t study abroad stand to benefit, since the programs
will bring more international students to campus.
Murray, who originally proposed this cost-effective method of expanding Mac’s study away opportunities, is also spearheading preliminary conversations with northern Israel’s Tel Hai College. This possibility grew out of classics professor Andy Overman’s connections to
the area through the Omrit archaeological excavation (see article on
page 26). Tel Hai’s unique draw lies in their commitment to serving a
diverse population and addressing the political challenges of the modern Middle East.
Within a year, says Murray, Macalester would like to have in place
10 international exchange programs, with an ultimate goal of establishing 25 to 30. Says Murray, “We’re looking carefully for programs
that fill a niche for us.”

David Warch has been named Director of
Communications at the college, following two
years as client services director for the Communications and Public Relations Department.
He had served as interim director since April.
“Macalester is fortunate to have found an administrator with David’s breadth of experience in
both traditional and electronic communications
to lead our communications program,” says Vice
President for Advancement Tommy Bonner. “I’m
convinced that David is the right person to build
upon the great work our communications team
has undertaken over the past few years.”
Warch, a 1993 graduate of the Minneapolis
College of Art and Design, previously served as
Assistant Vice President of Communications and
Marketing at Augsburg College.
“I’m excited about this opportunity at Macal8
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ester,” says Warch. “I have enjoyed working with
students, faculty, alumni, and staff in both my
role as director of client services and as interim
director. I look forward to continuing to advance
Macalester’s mission and promote the value of
a Macalester College education both nationally
and internationally.”
Warch, who began his new duties in September, supervises a group of 12 professionals
and oversees Macalester’s publications, media,
website, and marketing initiatives. He will also
serve as the college spokesperson and advise President Brian Rosenberg and other key
officials.
Warch succeeds former Director of Communications Amy Phenix ’88, who left last spring to
become chief of staff for University of Minnesota
President Eric Kaler.

photo: sher stoneman

Warch named Communications Director

Concrete Beet Farmers
Emily Hanson ’11 (left)
and Emily Engel ’12

A
photos: sher stoneman

An urge to make a tangible difference

in the global food crisis spurred several
Mac students and friends to start an urban farm this year called Concrete Beet
Farmers. The Concrete part of the name
alludes to the inner city nature of the
group’s land, located on three separate
Minneapolis lots.
“Our goals for the first season were to
learn about ourselves and our interest in
urban agriculture and to run a successful
farm,” says Emily Hanson ’11.
Success was theirs, judging by the bountiful crops they harvested all season, which
were sold through Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) shares and at a Minneapolis farmer’s market. The CSA shares, which

Urban Farmers
held enough food to feed two to three people for a week, says Hanson, included radishes, bok choy, basil, onions, green beans,
tomatoes, squash, cucumbers, eggplants,
and carrots, among other veggies.
Hanson, whose interest in agriculture was first sparked by environmental
studies professor Bill Moseley’s first year
course, “People and the Environment,”
was joined in the enterprise by fellow Macites Emily Engel ’12 (Minneapolis), Alex
Liebman ’12 (Northampton, Mass.) and
Robin Major ’11 (Putney, Vt.), as well as U
of Minnesota and Augsburg students.
The group couldn’t have done it, says
Hanson, without a $6,000 grant from
Macalester’s Live It Fund, which allowed

them to lease one lot and buy the seeds
and equipment they needed to get started. Although they couldn’t pay themselves
much, they ended the summer with some
funds, which they’re using for next year’s
enterprise—a new venture called Stone’s
Throw Urban Farm.
Not all the Concrete Beet farmers will
continue next year, but Hanson most certainly will. “This is totally what I want to
do,” she says enthusiastically. “Mac taught
me to think about the world in a critical,
abstract way, but it’s easy to get overwhelmed by the problems. Urban agriculture provides an outlet for that, a way to
actively work every day to make the food
system better.”
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Ad Woman
From Nike to Levi’s,
Rebecca Van Dyck ’91

has internationally
marketed some of the
country’s biggest
brands.
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L

ike many of her early ’90s Mac peers, Rebecca Van
Dyck ’91 had no clear career path in mind when she

Alumni

graduated. She did, however, have a double major in
psychology and history, a wide streak of curiosity,
and a sense of adventure, all of which have served
her well as she has rapidly climbed through the ranks
in the advertising and marketing world.
Today Van Dyck is global chief marketing officer of the Levi’s
brand at Levi Strauss & Co., one of several iconic U.S. brands on her
résumé. Until recently she was head of worldwide advertising at Apple, and before that she worked on the agency side, handling global
accounts for Nike and Reebok. Last May Advertising Age included Van
Dyck on its “Women to Watch” list.
“At its best, advertising both reflects and comments on contemporary culture,” says Van Dyck. “I feel fortunate to have stayed in the
forefront of culture even though advertising wasn’t something I set
out to do.” In retrospect, though, Van Dyck acknowledges that her
choice of majors and her liberal arts background taught her to think
critically and prepared her remarkably well for a career in marketing
and advertising. “Looking back, the dots do connect,” she says.
The fall after she graduated, a friend of Van Dyck’s recommended
that she meet with staff at the New York ad agency Chiat Day. Van
Dyck came out of the Chiat Day meeting with a job. “I figured I had
nothing to lose by taking this job,” she says. “I was interested in sports,
and Chiat Day offered me an account coordinator position on the Reebok account. I answered phones, kept people’s schedules, organized
details for shoots. I thought it was something I’d do for a year.” But she
was soon promoted to the Reebok international account and ended up
“having a blast,” traveling the world and meeting with athletes. “It was
addictive. I worked very long hours but didn’t even notice.”
Two years later, she was hire by Wieden+Kennedy, based in Portland, Oregon, to be their global account director for Nike. Her husband,
Erik Thomsen ’91, had tired of New York, and this new position promised Van Dyck even more international exposure. The couple lived in
Australia for two of the 12 years she worked for Wieden+Kennedy,
and throughout those years Van Dyck traveled around the world. In
2007 she was lured to California by Apple, where she worked until
joining Levi’s earlier this year.
As Levi’s global chief marketing officer, she oversees a 100-member marketing team responsible for establishing a consistent brand
experience in advertising, digitally, at events, and through media
and PR. This is a new approach for Levi’s, which had formerly created

marketing separately by region and country. “My task is to help Levi’s
establish a globally consistent brand voice relevant to diverse cultures
around the world,” she says. “I travel the world, listening, learning,
negotiating, and then set a clear direction and vision for how Levi’s
presents itself globally.”
Despite its fame and its tradition of quality products, “Levi’s lost
its voice and even its confidence for a while,” says Van Dyck. “But the
‘Go Forth’ campaign introduced two years ago really got my attention
and reminded me who Levi’s was. The message was confident, artful,
bold, and inspiring. Levi’s is a great brand that deserves this kind of
messaging, and I hope to build on this.”
Van Dyck launched the Levi’s Go Forth campaign globally on Facebook earlier this year. In a Forbes video shot the day after the launch,
she reported that in one day the company’s Facebook page had been
seen by 325 million people.
Van Dyck’s appreciation for her alma mater, especially its international focus, has grown since her graduation. “The global nature of the
education at Mac is increasingly important as we try to understand
things going on around the world,” she says. “I’ve always needed to understand how strong American-born brands are understood and adapted in cultures around the world. I love looking at American history,
politics, and culture from different vantage points, and this perspective has made me a better business person, and a better global citizen.”
Van Dyck’s Mac soccer coach, John Leaney, was a big influence on
her—then and now. “He taught me about managing people and dealing with conflict,” she says. “I still think a lot about what he taught the
soccer team—about communicating and playing to our strengths and
working on the field. He always worked to get the best from people,
and I use that in my job at Levi’s, changing tactics when needed, to get
the best work from the people around me. The sports metaphor is well
played-out, but true.”
Van Dyck still plays soccer on a competitive league in Palo Alto,
where she lives with Thomsen and their two daughters, ages 7 and
9. Thomsen is a stay-at-home dad who “keeps us all grounded and
happy,” says Van Dyck.
Looking back on her own stable childhood, she says, “There must be
something in my DNA that attracts me to adventure. I grew up in Princeton, New Jersey, the youngest of four kids, and I was not the most
adventurous child. But I chose to go away to college in the Midwest, I
studied in Egypt, and I’ve been traveling the world ever since.”
Faith Adams is a Minneapolis writer.

connections
Rebecca Van Dyck hasn’t
forgotten her roots: She
continues to help her
fellow Mac alumni. Last
summer she was contacted by Shruti Dhanda

’11, who was trying to land a
job at the hot Los Angeles ad
agency TBWA/Media Arts Lab.
Dhanda had applied through the
company’s website, but it didn’t
seem to be going anywhere.

Then she spoke to Van Dyck,
who had worked with the agency
on Apple business. “She was
lovely,” says Dhanda. Van Dyck
“got in touch with one of my
senior interviewers and put in

a good word. Rebecca is well
known in that office and held in
high esteem, so her recommendation made a huge difference.”
Dhanda is now an assistant
account executive at TBWA.
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The

China

Connection
College students have
become one of China’s
leading exports.
Macalester is among
those happily welcoming
imports from the
Middle Kingdom.

Photo (opposite): Sher stoneman, (this page): Shawn G. henry

by Laura Billings Coleman

Shanghai is the commercial showplace of

modern mainland China, a gleaming capital of the
global economy with 23 million souls—relatively
few of whom can play “Scotland the Brave” on the
Highland pipes. “I don’t know if I’m the only one,” says
Chen Gu ’11. “But I never knew such things existed
before I came to Macalester.”

Chen Gu ’11 on
the MIT campus,
where he is a
graduate student
in the Department of Biological
Engineering.
Opposite: Jingjiao
Zhang ’12 (far right)
crosses campus with
friends (from left)
Siqi Zheng (Guangzhou) and JiaYing
Wang (Chengdu).

A Shanghai native from a “family of big science nerds,” Gu was in
high school when he decided that attending college in America was
critical to his career plans, particularly after seeing family friends
make their fortunes as investment bankers and high-tech entrefall 2011
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Roommate talk: Jingjiao
Zhang ’12 (second from
right) with roommates
(from left) Susanne Murphy ’12, Yiting Wang ’12,
and Sameera Ripley ’12.

preneurs in the states. “I also liked the idea of being able to talk to
faculty members, and learn other things while focusing on science,”
he says.
Since the traditional campus driving tour was out of the question from 13 times zones away, Gu arrived at Macalester in the fall
of 2007 knowing nothing more about the campus and its character
than what he’d read in the U.S. college ranking book. With a late
grandfather who had taught at the University of Minnesota during
the 1970s, Gu says Minnesota wasn’t “a completely foreign concept,”
but nearly everything else turned out to be.
While attending Mac’s orientation session for international
students, Gu noticed he had “little common ground” with students
from other countries, many of them seasoned globe-trotter graduates of the United World College system, “who seemed even more
American than the Americans I was meeting.” Good scores on the
SAT and TOEFL didn’t do much for his pop culture currency, or
make it possible to keep pace with conversation in classroom discussions. Boarding school in Shanghai had also left him unprepared
him for American dorm life, where the partying and sometimes unstudious behavior he saw came as a shock. “That whole first semester was pretty miserable,” Gu recalls.
Four years later, Gu just wrapped up his last summer in St. Paul,
leaving campus with a degree in chemistry and a series of department awards, a girlfriend from Texas, a resume with prestigious
research experience at the Mayo Clinic and the University of Minnesota, and a reputation as a bagpiper as he begins his graduate
studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
14
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“He’s been one of our great success stories,” says Steve Colee,
director of international admissions, who has closely followed Gu’s
journey to see if it offers any clues about how colleges like Macalester can serve the fastest-growing demographic on college campuses—students from China.

China’s fast-growing export
In the four years since Gu arrived on campus, the enrollment of
Chinese students at U.S. institutions has quadrupled. Fueled by a
booming economy, a growing middle class, and demand for higher
education that far outstrips their country’s available opportunities, Chinese students are now the largest contingent of international students at American colleges or universities, sending about
130,000 students to U.S. colleges last year. With relationships at
leading high schools in cities such as Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Beijing, Macalester has welcomed students from China for decades. But
over the last five years, the admissions office has seen a new surge
in applicants, many from the mainland. In 2006, just 76 Chinese
students applied; in 2011, 271 students with Chinese citizenship
sent applications—a new record for Macalester. This fall there are
57 students from China enrolled at Macalester, or approximately a
quarter of the total international student enrollment.
“That’s why this trend has become one of the most talked-about
issues in higher education,” says Colee, noting that the new influx of
Chinese students has been a boon to many colleges eager to add to
campus diversity and create new connections within China’s grow-

Above: Chinese students often
gather for meals in the Campus
Center. Facing the camera are
Jingjaio Zhang ’12 (in purple),
JiaYing Wang (center), and
Teng Ding.

Below: Yulun Li ’14 studying
mathematics with Wanyi Li ’12.

Photos: Sher stoneman

Over the last
five years, the
admissions office
has seen a surge
in applicants
from China.
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Jingjiao Zhang ’12 has taken up the club sport of lacrosse at Macalester.

ing economy. Unfortunately, the sudden growth of China’s study
abroad trend has also created a fresh market for unscrupulous
business practices—including widely circulated reports of Chinese
students duped into paying top tuition prices at lower tier universities, and growing ranks of college “agents” paid to engineer Chinese
applications and essays to appeal to American admissions departments.
That’s why, with scheduled stops this year at high schools and
college fairs in Nanjing, Beijing, Shanghai, Wuxi, Shenzhen, and
Chengdu, Colee says representing Macalester College in this marketplace requires more than just selling students on the student on
the benefits of an American liberal arts education. It also means
making sure those students get everything they paid for when their
four years is finished.

Truth in advertising
Yulun Li ’14 is from the ancient city of Xi’an, better known to West-

ern tourists “as the place where the terra cotta warriors come from,”
he explains. Having studied English from the time he was in second
grade, Li is one of a growing number of Chinese students who have
elected to skip China’s gaokao, the high-stakes national test that determines college placement in China, to concentrate his efforts on
the SAT and the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL).
“There’s so much innovation in America, and all these brilliant people, so I just really wanted to come here and challenge myself and
talk with all of these brilliant people,” Li says.
16
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The SAT isn’t offered on mainland China, which made it necessary for Li to travel to Singapore three times for various entrance
exams. Translating his Chinese education into a narrative that
made sense to an American admissions department was an even
bigger hurdle. “In America, they have counselors who can talk to
you about academics and AP courses, but in China it’s a totally different scenario,” he explains. In the U.S., for instance, high school
teachers are accustomed to writing student recommendations, and
understand what information admissions officers are hoping to
glean from their letters. “In China, teachers do not see the point of
this, and it’s very hard to change their mindset,” Li says.
This culture clash has created a growth business for admissions agencies—more than 400 are licensed by the Chinese government—that help students to crack the admissions code for fees that
can range from a few thousand dollars to more than $15,000 for a
“guaranteed” acceptance to a top school. A 2010 report from Zinch
China, an online social network that matches Chinese students
with colleges and scholarships, found that 80 percent of Chinese
students on their way to the U.S. have contracts with these agents.
It also found that 90 percent of teacher recommendations are faked,
and that 70 percent of personal essays aren’t written by applicants.
To discourage this trend, Macalester invites Chinese students to
contact the college directly, and to seek advice from other Chinese
students already on campus. As with other international students,
Macalester works with enrolled Chinese students fluent in Mandarin, Cantonese, Hakka, and other languages to call or write back to
prospective Chinese students who have questions or are confused

Two generations of Mac
alums meet: Beijing native
Yan Liu ’10 (left) at the
home of Tu Guangnan ’50
and his wife, Xu Demian.

for what we learned, how do we adapt
to a system where the concept of freedom is often referred to as a threat or
a trap set up by the West?
We both returned from Macalester with the typical idealism—the
inner call to make a difference. Tu’s
father—a political science PhD from the University of Illinois—was a diplomat under Chiang Kaishek’s KMT (Nationalist) Government. Having seen
the corruption of the KMT regime, the Tu family decided not to follow Chiang’s defeated government
to Taiwan in 1949, and Tu left Minnesota in 1950 excited to help construct a new China. However, Tu’s
By Yan Liu ’10
family affiliation with the KMT, coupled with their
foreign experience, soon became a barrier to his
Even with GPS and iphones, trying to meet some- ambition. For years he had to avoid professions
one in a big Chinese city isn’t easy. After years of that his Macalester education suited him for and
construction, many parts of Beijing—where I’d spend his time on farm work instead. His father
grown up but had spent little time in recent years— died while serving as a political prisoner during
have become unrecognizable. To make matters the Cultural Revolution.
worse, the morning I set out to visit Tu Guangnan
“We both want to do something for our country,
’50 it was raining heavily.
and it is not easy,” says Tu, as he invites me to a
I was drenched and excited when I finally found family lunch. For ideological reasons, Tu was unTu’s apartment, a government compensation after able to use his political science knowledge after he
he’d lost his property during the Cultural
left Macalester. However, he’s
Revolution. Tu, now in his eighties, slowly
grateful that the Chinese govopened his iron door. Behind the door, he
ernment allowed him to build a
was waiting for me with a welcoming smile.
long career—using his Spanish
The late 1940s was an unusual time for
minor—at the Ministry of Fora young Chinese man be living in the United
eign Affairs and the Institute of
States and studying political science at a
Latin American Studies of the
liberal arts college. Even today in China, I
Chinese Academy of Social Scimust frequently answer questions such
ences. That’s where he worked
Tu Guangnan ’50 in
as, “What is Minnesota?” and “What do you
for over half a century.
his college days
mean by a liberal arts college?”
We agree that I was returnWhile at Macalester, Tu lived in Kirk. When I ing home at a better time for China. In the age of
saw a photo of him taken in 1947, standing beneath the Internet, no one can stop the spread of infora Kirk archway, I remembered tripping on the mation about world and domestic events. “During
same spot during the icy winter of my junior year.
Mao’s last days, if you told people that the ChairMacalester isn’t the only connection between man was very sick, which was the truth, you would
us. Half a century ago, Tu worked with my grand- be prosecuted or treated badly. It doesn’t matter
mother at the China Academy of Social Sciences. now,” he says.
Although they were once colleagues, they never
It is amazing that I, the grandson of a Commet again after Chairman Mao’s political move- munist soldier from the peasant class, would end
ments placed many of the Academy’s members up studying at a liberal arts college in the faraway
under prosecution.
Midwest. It is even more amazing how I connected,
Despite being 60 years apart in age, Tu and I through Macalester, with Tu, one of the old Chinese
have many things in common. First, we were both intellectuals from the Republican era. We come
political science majors—even though some of my from different layers of history, yet we met in one.
professors thought I was the first Chinese student
to major in that field. Second, we are both foreign Yan Liu ’10 is now studying for a master’s
returnees with a Western social science back- degree in comparative politics at the London
ground. While we both feel grateful to Macalester School of Economics.

Two Generations
from China

We both returned
from Macalester
with the typical
idealism—the
inner call to make
a difference.
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not be attractive to them,” says Hamre, noting
that the extra information may help weed out
students who are mostly drawn by Mac’s high
rankings in the college listings so valued by
Chinese admissions agencies. “We want to lay
out exactly what Mac is so that we don’t have
students who are disappointed or surprised
when they come.”
Yulun Li admits he was impressed by famous Macalester alums such as Kofi Annan
’61 and Walter Mondale ’50, but he also appreciated the truth in advertising he saw on
the college website. Though his parents hired
an agent to insure that his financial aid section was filled out properly, Li says he worked
hard on his personal essays, writing one
about what he learned about spirituality from
a Muslim friend in high school, and another
about his two-year struggle teaching himself
to whistle.
“I’m sure they could tell I wrote it myself,”
Li laughs, adding that the promised opportunities for faculty interaction that first attracted him to Macalester have already materialized. “The other day I got an e-mail from my
poli sci professor asking me how my summer
was going and saying we should get together
for coffee,” says Li. “It was so sweet I almost
couldn’t believe it.”

Making connections
The opportunity to make real connections
with American professors and students is
often a major draw for students from China,
where the educational emphasis is often on
lecture hall learning. Yet faced with their first
real exposure to American culture, many Chinese students admit they’re overwhelmed.
“At first I couldn’t believe how straightfor-

about the application process.
Macalester also posts a series of student blogs that present a realtime picture of campus life, including one written in Mandarin by
Shuang Zheng ’13, an economics and math major from Shanghai. “Basically I write about my feelings and personal experiences, trying to
share with all the other prospective Chinese students how challenging and interesting it is to be a Mac student,” says Zheng. Blog topics
most useful to Chinese students like her, she says, are “information
such as the campus neighborhood, whether it’s convenient to reach
nice restaurants and grocery shopping malls, the tolerance of the
community, the academic atmosphere, and whether or not the social
life is energetic.”
Since the Internet has become the most important way international students learn about their college options, Macalester has
responded by posting as much as it can about campus life, student
diversity, and the curriculum students are likely to encounter—particularly Mac’s emphasis on small class sizes that demand student
participation. “We put a lot of things on our website that may or may
18
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Art lover Qingyang Liu ’14, shown working on an oil
painting in her Painting II class, is trying to decide if
she’ll minor in art.

“At first I couldn’t believe how
straightforward Americans
are.” —Jingjiao Zhang ’12

live under a dictatorship?” can take some getting used to. “I actually
like the way Americans express their ideas, and criticize the things
they don’t think are fair or good enough,” says Liu. “I understand it’s
not a challenge to me personally, but I want to offer some insight.”

Sharing their culture
ward Americans are,” says Jingjao Zhang ’12 (Shanghai), who still
recalls the dorm neighbor who greeted her for the first time “with a
hug instead of a handshake.”
Catching up with classroom discussions can be another challenge. “I’m the kind of student who liked to talk a lot back in my
country, but in the U.S. I found myself still thinking in Chinese and
translating, and it made me lose my advantage,” says Wanyi Li ’12
(Shanghai). Another thing that’s hard to translate is sarcasm, says
Feifei Zuo ’11. Though she now understands enough to keep up with
most American humor, “the hardest part is to use it, because it almost requires changing part of your personality, not just the way
you speak, but also your thought process.”
Equally disorienting for many students is the casual discussion
of hot button campus issues such as gay rights, gender issues, sexual
harassment, date rape, drug abuse, and mental health counseling—
some of which are foreign notions in China. (In fact, in Mandarin
there’s no single word for “counseling.”) “It was almost a shock to
hear about these things at first because they’re not really talked
about much in China, “ says Qingyang Liu ’14 (Shanghai).
During those first few months of adjustment, says Liu, the resource she relied on most was Clark Bledsoe ’13, a football player/
anthropology major from Florida who served as her International
Student Mentor. “He checked in with me almost every week to talk
about my friends, roommate issues, how I was doing in classes. He
even loaned me a cell phone because the one I brought from China
had a terrible signal in the U.S.,” recalls Liu. She spent last summer learning to drive so she could return the favor by serving as an
International Student Mentor this fall for the next wave of international students to arrive on campus.
Another point of contact for many Chinese students is the International Student Host Family Program, which pairs Twin Cities
families, many with Macalester connections, to incoming international students. Since the cost of flying home for every school break
is prohibitive for most students, many Chinese students stay with
host families during the holidays. Some even live with hosts during
the summers while employed at the college as part of their workstudy programs. (International students are prohibited from working off campus.) The relationships often take the form of surrogate
parents. For instance, when Wanyi Li tore her anterior cruciate ligament, she says, “It was my host mom who drove me to all my orthopedist appointments.”
Connections with non-Chinese students can take longer to
form. Chen Gu says it wasn’t until he distinguished himself as a
chemistry whiz that his dorm room began to fill every night before
homework was due. “Real friendships took longer than that,” he
says. Without the same pop culture reference points (“I didn’t hear
of Lady Gaga until I got here,” admits Yulun Li), it can be hard for
even the most fluent students to feel part of the conversation.
“Of course, I’ve never seen the TV shows most people talk about,
but in China, people are also not accustomed to saying everything
out loud,” says Qingyang Liu. As a result, fielding getting-to-knowyou questions from American students such as, “So what’s it like to

After all, as many Chinese students point out, they’re not just coming to America to learn the nuances of The Daily Show—they’re also
eager to share their culture with American students. That’s one
reason that Feifei Zuo, Wanyi Li, and several friends founded the
Chinese Culture Club, a new student organization designed to host
panel discussions about modern China, while sharing some of the
country’s historic and cultural traditions.
For instance, in September during the Autumn Moon Festival,
a traditional holiday celebrated when the moon is at its fullest, the
group handed out dozens of mooncakes, a traditional lotus-seed
paste dessert. Chinese students have also volunteered at a Chinese
immersion school in St. Paul and spoken to a Twin Cities group of
teenage Chinese adoptees.
But with a critical mass
of Chinese students on campus—3 percent of all students—most cross-cultural
conversations are far less formal than that, occurring in
classrooms and dorm rooms
every day. For instance, over
their three years together as
roommates, Jingjaio Zhang
’12 and Susanne Murphy ’12,
have enjoyed trips to Murphy’s Appleton, Wisconsin,
home during deer hunting
season (“Jingjaio screamed
when she saw a dead deer
strapped to the back of car,”
Murphy recalls), and Zhang’s
family has hosted the Murphys in their Shanghai home.
“I was interested in neuroscience when I came to Macalester, but now I’m majoring in international relations,” says Murphy, who credits her friendships with
Zhang and another Chinese student, Yiting Wang ’12 (Shanghai), as
an important influence on this decision. After graduation, Murphy
hopes to travel to Shanghai to teach English “so I can really improve
my Chinese.”
Though he’s just beginning his sophomore year at Macalester,
Yulun Li hopes he can have the same effect on other students, giving
them a more nuanced view of modern China, and helping them to
see what Americans and Chinese have in common. “I try to answer
questions and be open and sincere, and in this way, I think I can be
a good ambassador,” he says. “After all, we knew very little about
America before we came here.”
In the meantime, he intends to focus his studies on economics,
language and philosophy, “So that I can think more logically, and
also so I can make better jokes.” He’s made progress already. “I really
think I am starting to understand The Daily Show.”

Chinese students
are not just coming to America
to learn the nuances of The Daily
Show—they’re
also eager to
share their culture with American students.

Laura Billings Coleman lives near Macalester and is a regular

contributor to Macalester Today.
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Where
They
Landed

A peek into the post-college
lives of a few members of the

Class of 2011

> Edited by Rebecca DeJarlais '06
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Five months after receiving their diplomas,

the 458 members of the Class of 2011 have acquired new addresses throughout the world, from St. Paul to Johannesburg.
Despite the economic downtown, 41 percent reported being
employed as of July—up significantly from last year, when just
33 percent had found work. Like the members of previous classes, most new alumni still see graduate school in their future:
About 16 percent of them were planning to attend graduate or
professional school this fall, with 70 percent saying they would
attend in the next five years, according to Denise Ward of the
Career Development Center. ¶ We zeroed in on six representative members of the Class of 2011. Read on to learn more about
the varied paths and places they have chosen.

Tristan Taru

Photos: robert houser / roberthouser.com

Hometown: Lacaune, France
Studied: Economics
Fall 2011: San Francisco, Analysis Group, financial analyst
I work as a financial analyst for Analysis Group in downtown San
Francisco; I interned with them last summer. The job involves finding the right data, doing statistical analyses and producing graphs,
tables, and short memos to serve as economic evidence in a variety of legal litigations, such as investors claiming damages to a
company, market share and monopoly issues, or rights to energy
resources issues. Macalester taught me both the purely technical
skills I need to perform this type of data analysis, as well as the
critical thinking skills needed to understand the bigger issues at
stake: What’s the problem, why do we want to solve it, and how
does solving it change things? These two skill sets, along with the
economics department’s connections with my firm, have definitely
been decisive in shaping my post-college experience.
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Kwame Gayle
Hometown: Manchester, Jamaica
Studied: Anthropology and
American studies; African studies
Fall 2011: Yamanashi, Japan,
English teacher

Photo courtesy of kwame gayle

I’m an assistant English teacher at a high
school in Yamanashi, Japan, working
here through the Japan Exchange and
Teaching (JET) program. Japanese is a
new language to me; I did a three-week
course in Jamaica after graduation. I’ve
always been fascinated by other cultures
and interested in cross-cultural exchange
as well as in teaching and education. I’m
contracted for one year, with the possibility of staying for up to five years. I
applied to the JET Program because it
provides the opportunity to learn about
the Japanese culture, share my Jamaican
culture, and be in the classroom.
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Natalie Owens-Pike
Hometown: Minneapolis
Studied: American studies and English; history
Fall 2011: Indianola, Mississippi, Teach for America

Photo: Sher stoneman

Indianola, Mississippi, with just 5,000 residents, is
located in the Mississippi Delta region. I’m the only
foreign language teacher in the smallest county in
Mississippi, but one of about 500 teachers working
in that region for Teach For America. After driving
through 25 miles of cotton and cornfields on my
way to school every morning, I teach six periods of
Spanish 1 and 2. My 125 high school students live
in a high-poverty area, and many are academically
behind or at risk. I worked as a campus coordinator
for TFA during my senior year, trying to recruit Macalester applicants. TFA is a meaningful and powerful way to connect my passion for racial and social
justice through the vision of ending educational inequity. The Delta is an amazing place of literature,
history, pain, and powerful world-shakers. Spending
these two years immersed in a history and culture so
different from my own will shape me as much—or
more—than I hope to shape my students.

SherAfgan Tareen

Photo: Shawn G. henry

Hometown: Arlington, Virginia
Studied: Religious studies and Anthropology; Asian studies
Fall 2011: Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Harvard Divinity School
I’ll be at Harvard Divinity School for two years earning a master’s
degree in theological studies. I hope to broaden my knowledge of
how religion has shaped the history of the United States. I ended
up on this path to shape my personal narrative as an immigrant.
I migrated to the United States in 2003 from Pakistan and fell
in love with my high school social studies and U.S. government
classes. I assumed I’d major in political science, but somehow
instead majored in religious studies and anthropology. My honors thesis looked at the commemoration of John Brown, who attacked the arsenal at Harpers Ferry to incite a mass slave insurrection in 1859. Now I plan to continue applying my training in
religious studies to American history, thus situating my own narrative as an immigrant to United States. My hope with this degree
is to reconcile the antagonism between Islam and America and
to think about how religion shapes our discourse on immigration
rights and reform.
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Emma Locatelli
Hometown: Las Cruces, New Mexico
Studied: Music and geology
Fall 2011: New Haven, Connecticut, Yale graduate school
I remember sitting in my introduction to geology course at Mac
sophomore year, and in the first hour I knew that geology—specifically, paleontology—was what I wanted to pursue after graduation. I conducted primary research at East Glacier National Park
in Montana, studying the environmental history of Many Glacier
Valley, and studied abroad in Ireland, splitting my time between
studying music and geology. As I completed my geology studies at
Macalester, the idea of continuing my education became the obvious choice for me. When I was accepted to the best paleontology
program in the country, I was overjoyed. I couldn’t ask for a better
start to my future.
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Kate Agnew

Photo: Steve niedorf '73

Hometown: Zimmerman, Minnesota
Studied: Mathematics and environmental studies
Fall 2011: Minneapolis, Target Technology
Leadership Program
The Target Technology Leadership Program is a 15-month
rotational program in which trainees move through the support, infrastructure, and development departments within
Target Technology Services. After completing a month of
training, including a one-week in-store experience (I even got
to decorate cakes!), I began my first rotation supporting new
technology for Target’s Canadian expansion. I heard about
this job through the math department and was hired in April,
one of just 15 students from across the Midwest. I’m excited
to see where all my different rotations will take me.
Rebecca DeJarlais ’06 is a staff writer in Macalester’s

Communications and Public Relations Department.
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Digging at Omrit
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Since 1999, Macalester’s Classics Department has taken students
and alumni to this important archaeological site in Israel. It’s hot,
hard work, but they keep coming back for more.
> text and photos by Jan Shaw-Flamm ’76
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“Once you excavate something,
it can never be re-excavated.”
—James Mayer ’11

The Omrit excavation overlooks the beautiful Hulah Valley.

A

t Omrit the students’ day begins with a loud rap on the finishing at a dig in Ukraine when a friend called,” says Overman.
door and a “Boker Tov!” (“good morning” in Hebrew) “He knew I’d worked in Israel; he knew my research and my desire to
involve students. So I came and surveyed the site.”
from Macalester classics professor Andy Overman.
After doing preliminary research and mapping, Overman pro“Boker Tov!” A sleepy response from inside conposed a project to the Israel Antiquities Authority
firms the inhabitants are awake. It’s
(IAA), the organization responsible for excavating
4:30 a.m. and darkness covers KibLEBANON
and preserving the region’s antiquities. The IAA
butz Kefar Szold in northern Israel.
Mediterranean
Omrit
granted
Macalester a license to direct a dig at OmIt’s painfully early, but temperatures are cool and
Sea
rit.
Since
then, more than 200 Macalester students
gnats won’t arrive for another four hours, so it’s
• Haifa
Nazareth •
have come to Omrit to learn the history of the anprime time to head to the Omrit site, the archaeocient world using pickaxes and buckets, wearing
logical dig headed by Overman.
leather gloves, bug nets, and boots.
By 5 a.m., students and faculty have gulped
ISRAEL
Carthage College in Kenosha, Wis., and dig codown sandwiches and loaded tools into rented
West
director Dan Schowalter joined the project in 2006;
trucks and vans. The Citroën Jumpy vans are aptly
Tel Aviv-Yafo •
Bank
several Carthage students now are routinely part
named for the ride up to Omrit—a bumpy 10-minJORDAN
Jerusalem •
of the dig teams. A final codirector is architect Miute drive through the fields on a half-washed-out
chael Nelson of CUNY-Queens. Carthage contribroad. In the lead truck, the radio plays “Folsom
utes to the cost of the excavation each year, with
Prison Blues” and someone points out a jackal
Gaza
a budget determined by Overman and Schowalter
sprinting across the fields. They are facing another
based on that season’s goals.
hot, dusty day, but for nine current and recent Mac
EGYPT
Occupation at Omrit dates from the middle of
students, three alumni, and an assortment of facthe last century BC. It lies on the ancient trade route
ulty and other collaborators, this is the life.
Since 1999, Overman and a crew of archaeology, classics, and an- from Tyre, on the Mediterranean coast, to Damascus. Over time, an
cient history devotees have been excavating this large temple complex Early Shrine (40–30 BC) was buried within and under the podium of
on land wedged between Lebanon on the west and the Golan Heights a structure referred to as Temple One, which dates to the time of the
and Syria on the east. It began in 1998 when a huge wildfire revealed Roman emperor Augustus and regional king Herod the Great, who
that there might be more than a few odd basalt blocks here. “I was likely built the temple to honor Augustus. Later building expanded the
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My Best Day at Omrit
The power of Omrit, the place and the
experience, is readily apparent when you
hear it straight from the students.

Above: A sign in English,
Hebrew, and Arabic identifies the Omrit archaeological site. Below: The flowers
are beautiful in June at
Kibbutz Kefar Szold, which
annually rents cottages
(right) to the Omrit group.

complex, becoming what is called Temple Two. It
appears that the Omrit settlement was occupied
for about 2,100 years, though the temple complex itself collapsed, possibly due to a major earthquake in 363 AD.
Each team of four or five people digs in a specific 5 x 5 meter
square. One member of the square loosens the dirt with a pickaxe,
while another hoes the loose dirt into a bucket and dumps it into a
wheelbarrow. Both keep a sharp eye out for artifacts. Whoever has
drawn “barrow” duty rolls the dirt away and dumps it. Meanwhile,
others carefully sketch the square from several perspectives, visually
recording the process. Any pottery shard larger than a thumbnail is
placed in a bucket with a tag indicating its origin. When the occasional bit of glass, coin, or bone turns up, it is stored and cataloged
separately. Each layer of earth is assigned a locus number, indicating
the relative depth of that layer.
Careful documentation at this 2,000-year-old site is crucial. As
three-time Omrit veteran James Mayer ’11 (Houston) notes, “Once
you excavate something, it can never be re-excavated.”
At 9:30 a.m. Mayer and his teammates at square M-11 break to
join other excavators in the shade for “second breakfast,” prepared by
the kibbutz kitchen and hauled to the site. Then work resumes until
11:30 a.m., when final notes are made, tools collected, and the heatweary researchers—it’s nearly always sunny and over 90 degrees by
then—pile into vehicles to return to the kibbutz. After lunch, students scatter—square supervisors to write the daily excavation report, some to nap, others to catch up on email or visit the kibbutz
store for a snack.

Grace Erny ’12 (Petaluma, Calif.): I
was digging in what we called “the
pit of despair” (because it’s about
two meters down) when I found
a piece of a lamp. I cleaned it up
a little and could see a picture of
a man with a beard. When Gaby
[archaeologist Gabriele Mazor of
the Israel Antiquities Authority] cleaned it more, you
could see that the man had horns, so we realized it
was the god Pan. I also found a lamp with the maker’s
fingerprint on it. When you find things like that, you can
really relate to the people who made them.
Joey Frankl ’14 (Wilmette, Ill.):
It was a hot and gnat-filled day.
We were all pretty miserable when we
started doing sing-alongs. The rendition of “Piano Man” was especially
good. Singing really brought
us together.
Emily Prosch ’14 (Boulder, Colo.),
Carthage College: We were
just finishing up a trench by the
early shrine when I looked in
my dustpan and there was an
unguentarium [a glass vial often
used in ritual]. I was just troweling and it appeared. We found a
total of eight unguentaria in that area. [Prosch attends
Carthage College in Kenosha, Wisconsin. This year the
dig drew students and faculty from Carthage, Williams,
and Queens Colleges, as well as from the University of
Toronto, the University of Maryland, and Yale.]
Nora Kassner ’14 (Santa Barbara,
Calif.): One of the best days was when
Grace found a dedicatory inscription.
It looked a bit like Braille because
there were holes where the bronze
letters were attached with pins; it’s
hard to read. At field breakfast I was
just sitting around—a sophomore—
with these great professors discussing and trying to
read the inscription.

Alumni trip to Omrit
Interested Mac alumni can see Omrit for themselves in
summer 2012, when the Alumni Association will sponsor
a trip to Israel and Palestine that will include time at the
dig site. If you’re interested, email Alumni Relations director Gabrielle Lawrence at lawrence@macalester.edu.

“Students have hands-on experience
with remains from a critical historical era—
the Roman period of the Galilee.”
—nanette goldman, Classics professor

Students carry their notebooks and tools back to the
trucks after putting in a
full day’s work—by noon.

One constant is the washing of the day’s excavated pottery
shards, of which there are usually many. Pottery expert Débora Sandhaus travels weekly from Jerusalem to “read” the pottery for revelations about the place and historical period from whence it came.
She meets with each square’s team to read what they’ve found.
For first-time Omrit students, she explains how to read the shards.
For example, a piece from a vessel’s rim helps determine the diameter of its opening. “Storage vessels have a small neck and
rim because they have lids,” she explains. Another clue: “If the glaze is on the
inside, it’s an open vessel because you would
see the decorative glaze. If the glaze is on
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the outside, it’s a closed vessel.” She rapidly pages through reference
books, pointing out what a complete example of a given vessel might
look like.
With a more experienced group, the sorting is quick but intense:
Late Roman. Byzantine. Frying pan. Storage jar. Sometimes a terse,
additional note: “This is a critical locus [archaeologically significant
layer].” “Save these shards for drawing and publication.” According to
Sandhaus, by the third week most students can identify the type and
the general time period of pottery artifacts.
Although 25 people worked at Omrit this summer, a more
typical group is 45. This year smaller teams were needed for surgical excavation in tiny areas, explains Overman. Students pay
$3,000 for travel and room and board for
the five-week season. They earn no college
Left to right:
credit for the dig, but given the mystery,
Ben Rubin ’01,
Amy Fisher ’07, and camaraderie, and intellectual excitement
of the experience, reap many benefits—
Greg Stoehr ’98
enough to keep some coming back for up
to three summers and well past graduation.
Indeed, three alumni worked at Omrit this
summer— Greg Stoehr ’98, Ben Rubin ’01,
and Amy Fisher ’07.
Stoehr—a PhD student at the University of Maryland—has been working
at Omrit since the beginning, and is currently surveying the area in an attempt
to answer puzzling questions. Was there

a town around the temple? If so, how did this
community grow up here? They’ve found the remains of pipes. Was there a spring here? Perhaps
sophisticated plumbing?
Rubin—a classics professor at Williams College—was a first-year student in Overman’s office, waiting for him
to conclude a phone call, when he saw a photo of the Ukraine dig.
Overman’s call over, Rubin offhandedly said, “It would be great to go
someplace like that sometime.” Overman said the call had been somebody cancelling, and asked Rubin, “Do you want to go?” “I said yes,
and it was one of those chance events that changed the trajectory of
my life,” says Rubin.
A six-season veteran of Omrit, Fisher—now in a PhD program
at the University of Toronto—intended to major in history at Mac,
but got hooked by classics professor Nanette Goldman’s Hebrew class,
taking the full sequence, and then adding Greek.
Overman directs
and instructs, but
also gets down in
the dirt.

Goldman, who teaches Latin as well as Hebrew and Greek, focuses her scholarship on the literature of the Second Temple period.
A veteran of Omrit, Goldman believes that students come away from
the experience with a greatly expanded perspective, both historical
and geopolitical: “They have hands-on experience with remains from
a critical historical era —the Roman period of the Galilee, the time of
Caesar Augustus, Herod the Great, and Jesus. But they also encounter
what life in Israel is like now, not only for Jewish Israelis but also for
Arab Israelis and Palestinians. I also think that the rigors of physical
labor and group travel foster a deep sense of self-confidence and an
ability for teamwork.”
At Omrit, Goldman provides on-site instruction in archaeological
methods, teaches Hebrew classes, organizes lectures, and coordinates
logistics for the field trips that provide context for understanding
both the ancient and contemporary worlds. “Nanette is close to our
friends on the kibbutz and helps us build community with Israelis,”
says Mayer. “She helps students explore the connections between the
physical immediateness of archaeology and the mental discipline of
textual analysis.”
While the ancient mysteries are intriguing, the intricacies of the
contemporary Middle East are just as compelling, and the students
dig into that with equal gusto. Last spring, Overman’s students in his
“Advanced Seminar on the Middle East Conflict” held regular videoconferences with their counterparts in Israel, a group of students at
Tel Hai College’s Center for Peace and Democracy (see story below).
While at Omrit, Mac students joined Tel Hai students for a politically controversial film at the college and a discussion over pizza at
the kibbutz. “We believe it’s a responsibility of people studying and
doing research abroad to become part of the community,” says Overman. “Engaging with Tel Hai is an example of that.”
Over the years, Overman and others have hosted two Mideast
Peace Summits at Macalester. Participants have included key figures
in Middle East diplomacy including the late Ambassador Richard Hol-

Midwest Meets Middle East
On six Thursdays last spring, students in Overman’s “Advanced Seminar on
Conflict in the Middle East” clustered around a flat-screen TV, talking with students
at Israel’s Tel Hai College.
Tel Hai serves 4,500 students, both Jewish and Arab, as well as those from minority populations of the Upper Galilee. This collegial relationship between Mac and
Tel Hai grew out of the shared scholarly interests of classics professor Andy Overman and history professor Tziona Grossmark of Tel Hai.
Thanks to Skype’s split-screen, three-way video calling, Mac students could talk
with students at Tel Hai and with Wessam El-Meligi, a one-time Macalester instructor who is now an English professor at Egypt’s Alexandria University. Although Israel
and Egypt share a border, many Israeli students have never spoken with an Egyptian.
The conversations were sometimes uncomfortable. When a Mac student asked
what Israelis think of the United States’ attitude toward the Palestinian/Israeli
conflict, the Israeli students glanced uncomfortably at one another, wondering who
would address the sensitive question. An Israeli woman took the plunge, suggesting that the Israeli/Palestinian conflict is not unlike that between European settlers
and American Indians. Heads nodded, considering, and Mac student Alyssa Cady ’12
(Beaverton, Ore.), who
has Choctaw roots, spoke to the point. The laughter, discomfort, ah-ha moWEB CONNECT: macalester.edu/news/2011/07/
ments, and applause at the end of class were all part of this extraordinary
teaching-with-skype
opportunity to discuss Middle East conflict with those living in the midst of it.
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brooke and, as moderator, former vice president Walter Mondale ’50.
Weekend field trips took students to other archaeological sites,
as well as to contested areas of the West Bank including Ramallah,
a Palestinian city six miles north of Jerusalem. “Israel and Palestine
are not dangerous, but they are tense,” says Overman. “It’s good for
students to know that people live every day with that tension.” In Jerusalem, the group met with Dalia Rabin, chair of the Yitzhak Rabin
Center, and daughter of the man it honors.

The Omrit experience is equally significant to experienced scholars. A unique Roman temple complex, it casts light on the early Roman
Empire and the reign of Herod, as well as on biblical history. Research
suggests that Omrit may be the famous Caesarea Philippi mentioned
in the Gospel of Matthew, the place where Jesus is said to have renamed Simon, declaring in chapter 16: “And I say also unto thee, That
thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church . . .”
“Andy discovered one of the most interesting Roman temples
we have in Israel,” says Mordechai Aviam of the
Institute for Galilean Archaeology, “a series of
three temples, one inside the other. The team
also made an important contribution to history
and archaeology by identifying the second temAndy Overman, Harry M. Drake Distinguished
ple as the one built by King Herod the Great and
Professor in the Humanities and Fine Arts, has
dedicated to Augustus.
published for more than two decades on the
“Andy and his partners make good connecarchaeology, religion, and culture of the Rotions
and friendships wherever they go, in Kibman world. His publications on the Omrit site:
butz Kefar Szold, the Regional Council, Tel Hai
• The Roman Temple Complex at Horvat Omrit:
College, or with the Druze workers from the GoAn Interim Report, with D. Schowalter
lan [a minority community],” continues Aviam.
(Oxford: 2011)
“They’re moving ahead with great plans of re• “A Newly Discovered Herodian Temple
constructing the temple and opening it for the
at Khirbet Omrit,” The World of the Herods
public.”
(Munich: 2007)
Reconstructing and preserving the site, as
• Biblical Archaeology Review
well as providing tours and education to the
(March/April 2003)
public, will be crucial elements of future work
at Omrit. Indeed, a condition of Macalester’s ex-

Publications

Andy Overman
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Photo (top): courtesy of Dan Schowalter, Carthage College, (left): sher stoneman

The Omrit team for the 2011 season included Macalester classics faculty members Andy Overman (front row, fifth from left) and Nanette
Goldman (back row, fourth from left) as well as Carthage College classics and religion professor Dan Schowalter (next to Overman) and
Queens College art history professor Michael Nelson (far right, standing apart).

Photo (top): courtesy of Dan Schowalter, Carthage College, (left): sher stoneman

Above: The author,
under a bug net,
holds a just-uncovered amphora
(jar) mouth. Top
right: Advancement Vice President
Tommy Bonner digs
in. Right: Student
workers dining at
the home of Tel Hai
College's Tziona
Grossmark.

cavation license is that dig leaders arrange to stabilize the site and
protect it from the elements. Roofs, walkways, and signage will be
erected to make Omrit available to the public and other scholars. And
that takes money.
“For 2,000 years cows walked across it,” says Overman. “For 60
years it was the site of war. As long as Omrit was buried, it was safe.
Now the frescoes and stucco are exposed. We are responsible for keeping it safe from other humans and the elements. For starters, over the
next year we’ll spend more than $100,000, from gifts already received,
to stabilize this unique site and turn it into an educational site.”
Although cost estimates are still being secured, initial estimates for
all phases of the stabilization project put it in the $1 million range. Project leaders and college administrators are beginning to explore possible
sources of support, including individuals and foundations, in order to
preserve this exceptional site. “At Omrit we have an almost fully preserved building,” says Overman, “a rare event in history.”
With careful oversight, Omrit will continue to be a treasure trove
for archaeologists—and the place where a curious student uncovers
an artifact with the potter’s fingerprint, sparking a connection across
2,000 years.
Jan Shaw-Flamm ’76 is a writer in Macalester’s Communications and

Public Relations Department. In June she traveled to Omrit to live and
work with Macalester’s team.
WEB CONNECT: Omrit blog of James Mayer ’11,
squeaky-wheelbarrow.blogspot.com.

Interning at the

Israel Museum
W

hen the Omrit group left Israel after five
weeks, Kate Petersen ’11 remained to work
as a conservation intern at the Israel Museum,
home of the Dead Sea Scrolls. She is the second
Macalester graduate to intern there.
How did you obtain this internship?
I was talking with Andy about how I wanted to learn
more about cultural heritage and preservation,
and he mentioned this amazing opportunity. Andy’s
been such an advocate for me.
What area of the museum do you work in?
I work in a conservation lab that deals with
nonmetal, nonorganic materials such as stone,
ceramic, and plaster.
What kind of work are you doing?
Everyone in the lab is working on artifacts from
Herodium [Herod’s palace fortress] in preparation for a huge Herod exhibit opening next year.
My main project has been restoring a largescale geometric floor mosaic from a bathhouse
at Herodium. We’ve cleaned and varnished the
pinkish limestone and black bitumen fragments,
filled in gaps with gypsum plaster, and painted the
plaster to resemble the original. I’ve also worked
on piecing together fragments of a frieze in the VIP
theater box at Herodium, as well as what is probably the sarcophagus of Herod himself.
What’s next for you?
I want to continue to learn about archaeological
conservation. I’ll soon be applying to graduate
conservation programs.
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Political

Pastor

And so, slowly, she came back to her birthright. She met and
married writer and academic Mark Gustafson (who has taught in
Mac’s Classics Department), and after graduation worked at the
Hungry Mind Bookstore and St. Stephen’s homeless shelter in Minneapolis. Then she and Gustafson moved to Omaha, where Campbell
worked as a community organizer. After returning to the Twin Cities
she enrolled in United Theological Seminary, studying while raising
two daughters.
The ministerial life nourished Campbell’s intellectual hunger,
while giving her the opportunity to inspire social change as part of
Sarah Campbell ’82
carrying out Christ’s message. In doing so, she inspires her congregations to challenge the status quo. “I don’t see how you can tie the word
of Jesus to denying people health care or teaching intolerance. That’s
just wrong,” she says. “If you stay consistent to Jesus’ way and the way
of the prophets, you’re going to talk about power and taking risks. If
we play it safe, we’re not doing what we’re supposed to do.”
By Amy Goetzman ’93 > photos by sher stoneman
And so her ministerial work has centered on seeking justice and
acalester students come from nearly every religious fairness. Her first position was at northern Minnesota’s Bemidji State
tradition on Earth, and a fair number of students University, where she worked on reconciliation between the white
follow no formal religion at all. There is no man- community and the three nearby Indian reservations. Next, she
datory chapel attendance, and the college’s Pres- and Gustafson took jobs in Grand Rapids, Michigan, he as a classics
byterian affiliation is subdued. Spiritual matters professor, she with a “country club” church, where she helped start a
are deeply contemplated from political, cultural, and philosophical homeless shelter and a food pantry.
Then she returned to the Twin Cities to lead Mayflower Church,
angles, in classrooms and dorm rooms, but religious activities are cara socially progressive 700-member United Church of Christ congreried out largely on the individual level.
gation. The church, for examIn other words, this isn’t a school
ple, made a yearlong study of
known for producing hundreds of clergy.
marriage that ended with its
Which is actually part of the reason
decision to stop signing civil
Sarah Campbell ’82, a political science
marriage licenses until it can
student turned United Church of Christ
also legally sign licenses for
minister, came to Macalester. A pastor’s
gay couples.
daughter from a family of Midwestern
More controversially, Mayclergy, she made what she thought was a
flower, located in an affluent
break from the church, and chose instead
South Minneapolis neighbora college that would help her learn how to
hood, recently subdivided its
make a difference right here on Earth.
property to build affordable
“I don’t know that I ever went to chapel
housing for working families
while I was a student. I was looking for my
— most of whom are Muslim.
own path and I didn’t think that was it,”
The plan was initially met with
Campbell says. “But I was in the chapel all Mayflower Church (at left) with the new—and controversial—
neighborhood resistance.
the time, because I liked the chaplain and I affordable housing it built on its southwest Minneapolis site.
“We gave up some parkliked what was going on there … Amnesty
International, World Hunger Relief. I was intensely interested in so- ing spaces so 30 families could have homes,” Campbell says. “In many
parts of the global community, Islam and Christianity are growing
cial justice.”
Campbell studied politics and American history, fusing them further apart. We want to be a model for growing closer together.”
That sense of the larger world comes from her college days, Campinto a custom “social change” major guided by history professors Jim
Stewart and Norm and Emily Rosenberg. She also received a hands-on bell says. “Mac has long been a globally aware and concerned place
education as a homeless shelter volunteer and urban studies intern in that put a high value on volunteerism and leadership in shaping our
Chicago. “That radicalized me and really took me to the root causes of social institutions.”
Although Campbell has come to couple the social justice passions
so many problems in society,” she says.
Campbell later realized she’d been preparing for these experiences of her Mac days with the Christianity she was raised with, her spirisince childhood. “I was part of a liberal church; even our Sunday school tual beliefs focus not on evangelicalism but on compassionate action.
had a social justice curriculum,” she says. “I don’t think I would have “Why else are we here on this earth but to do this work?”
become a minister if it wasn’t for the Civil Rights movement and understanding how important the church was in that struggle. There can be Minneapolis writer Amy Goetzman is a frequent contributor to
an enormous power for change that comes from a religious community.” Macalester Today.

inspires
earthly acts of social justice
from behind the pulpit.

M
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Sarah Campbell ’82 never
expected to become a
minister, but now leads
the progressive Mayflower
Church in Minneapolis.

books
Anthony Caponi, emeritus

professor of art, Meaning Beyond
Reason: Selected Essays (Nodin
Press, 2011)

Jonathan S. Coalson ’01,

Land Tumbling Backwards
(Antediluvian Books, 2011)

Andrea Cremer, assistant

professor of history, Wolfsbane
(Penguin, 2011)

Emilye Crosby ’87, editor, Civil
Rights History from the Ground
Up (U of Georgia, 2011)
Helen Hazen, visiting assistant

Photo: Melinda Nelson

professor of geography,
and Peter Anthamatten, An
Introduction to the Geography of
Health (Routledge, 2011)

Margaret Friedl Johnson ’63,

The Drama Teacher’s Survival
Guide #2: Activities, Exercises,
and Techniques for the Theatre
Classroom (Meriwether, 2011)

Lloyd Knutson ’57 and

Jean-Claude Vala, Biology of
Snail-Killing Sciomyzidae Flies
(Cambridge, 2011)

Jamie Monson, history

professor, Africa’s Freedom
Railway: How a Chinese
Development Project Changed
Lives and Livelihoods in Tanzania
(Indiana University, 2011)

M.V. Montgomery, Antigravitas

(Thumbscrews Press, 2011)

Jeffrey Morgan ’98, Crying
Shame (poetry collection,
Blazevox Books, 2011)
Shannon Nutter-Wiersbitzky
’92, The Summer of Hammers

and Angels (available through
Amazon, 2011)

Erica Nielsen Okamura ’03, Folk

Dancing (ABC-CLIO, 2011)

Shawn Otto ’84, Fool Me Twice:

Fighting the Assault on Science in
America (Rodale, 2011)

Claudia Setzer
’74, The Bible

and American
Culture: A
Sourcebook
(Routledge,
2011)
Stephen
D. Smith
’82, Mary

Marshall
Clark, Peter
Bearman,
and
Catherine
Ellis, editors,
After the Fall:
New Yorkers
Remember
September
2001 and the
Years That
Followed
(New Press, 2011)
Carol Stack ’74 and Ruth Vedvik,

Financial Aid Handbook: Getting
the Education You Want for the
Price You Can Afford (Career
Press, 2011)

Robert A. Stebbins
’61 and Lee Davidson,

Serious Leisure in
Nature: Sustainable
Consumption in the
Outdoors (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2011)

Todd Swanstrom ’70 and
Clarissa Rile Hayward, editors,

Justice and The American
Metropolis (U of Minnesota,
2011)
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Class Notes

Women’s River
Trip Redux
> By Kimerly Miller ’72

Editor’s note: In the 1940s and ’50s, Macalester faculty organized regular women’s canoe trips
on the St. Croix River and in the Quetico-Superior Wilderness. For many years these were led by
physical education instructor Ruth Schleberg, under the sponsorship of the Women’s Aquatic League
and the Women’s Recreational Association. Alumni
Relations associate director Anne Hoyt Taff ’04 decided to recreate the magic last summer with a 21st
century version of the trip. This is one participant’s
story of that journey.

T

en of us, with only Macalester as a common thread, set out
together from the old Weyerhaeuser library building on a
muggy Sunday morning last summer. Destination: northwestern Wisconsin’s Namekagon River,
a tributary of the St. Croix.
The two-hour drive from St. Paul stretched to
three as roadwork and downed trees from a recent storm created unexpected obstacles. Never
mind. The conversation, at least in my car, rarely
flagged. Professors and classmates from the
mid-’60s to late ’70s were rated and compared,
Macalester’s role in the social upheavals of the
time was debated, and confessions were made
of freshmen-type insecurities that now extended to whether we’d be able to get in and out of
a canoe without swamping it.
We needn’t have worried. Our guide, Chris
Heeter from The Wild Institute, was waiting for us at Whispering Pines Landing with
canoes, gear, food, and a wooden flute. She
diplomatically counseled us to reduce our personal loads for the three-day trip and to find a partner with whom
to share a tent and Duluth pack. Before we pushed off, she gave us
a lesson in paddling and steadying the canoe. A couple of us were
already proficient paddlers; some had canoed before but claimed no
expertise; others had never set foot in a canoe. All of us appreciated
her calm demeanor and the fact that she had brought all the food.
“I like to start these trips on a Sunday when most people are returning home and it’s a little quieter,” Chris said, as we eased our-
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On the river (from left):
Kim Miller ’72 (taking
photo), Chris Heeter of
the Wild Institute; Gail
Dufelmeier Stremel ’64,
and Linda Karrer Trout ’69.

selves into the current of a wild and scenic river. An unusually rainy
summer had made the shallow Namekagon just the right depth and
speed to keep us moving without challenging our paddling skills.
In no time we were approaching our first campsite, but found
dozens of kids wandering around what could only
be described as a tent city. These kids were
obviously not heading home. Undeterred,
Chris sent us across the river to a spacious
site with late afternoon shade and enclosed
toilets (now that’s camping!). Youthful
squeals and shouts and the requisite camp
songs accompanied our evening chores—
pitching tents, searching for firewood, preparing dinner, whittling sticks for s’mores.
From that point on, we were a team. The
ones with younger knees did the heavy lifting,
but we all paddled every day—even negotiating a few rapids that quickened our pulses and
made us proud. We warned each other of poison ivy patches, shared sunscreen and bug repellant, pointed out eagles and woodchucks as
we floated downstream, laughed at each other’s
stories (about our years at Mac, of course), and
encouraged one another’s budding outdoor skills. By the final day we
were bronzed and bitten, but feeling canoe competent and ready for
the next adventure.
So who’s coming next year?
Kimerly Miller ’72 is an editor still living in the same zip code

as Macalester.

In Memoriam
1928

Irene Penk Hahn, 106, of

Arlington, Minn., died May 26,
2011.

Marion Mellgren Jacobsen, 103, of
Minneapolis died April 14, 2010.
Mrs. Jacobsen is survived by two
sons, three grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren.

1933

Oliver V. Anderson, 100, of
Oklahoma City, died March 5,
2011. He owned and operated a
paint store before working as a
manager for 3M. Mr. Anderson
is survived by his wife, Norma,
three daughters, a son, seven
grandchildren, and six greatgrandchildren.

1934

Lorraine Anderson Luker, 103,
died May 29, 2011. She was a
social worker for Ramsey County
and worked for the American
Red Cross before founding the
Family Service Agency in 1946.
She served as the agency’s director
until her retirement in 1978.

1935

Margaret Hanson Coleman, 97,

painter of sporting events and
a five-time official artist for the
Winter Olympic Games. She
received a Distinguished Citizen
citation from Macalester in 1979.
Mrs. Johnson is survived by a
daughter.
Blanche Erlandson Lynn, 95, of
Lenexa, Kan., died March 17,
2011. Mrs. Lynn is survived
by a daughter, two sons
(including E. Russell Lynn ’65),
five grandchildren, ten greatgrandchildren, a great-greatgrandchild, and sister Gayle
Erlandson Flanders ’41.
Jean Harrison Mikkelson, 96,

of Bloomington, Minn., died
April 12, 2011. She was involved
with the Bloomington Historical
Society. Mrs. Mikkelson is
survived by a daughter, a son,
two grandchildren, and six greatgrandchildren.

Paul W. Moore, 97, of
Bloomington, Minn., died Sept.
21, 2010. He is survived by a
daughter, three grandchildren
(including Marcy Laughinghouse
Rede ’93), nine greatgrandchildren, and two greatgreat-grandchildren.

1938

of Ironwood, Mich., died July 1,
2011. She was a social worker
with the Ramsey County Welfare
Department, a sales clerk, and a
PTA president. Mrs. Coleman is
survived by a daughter, a son, five
grandchildren, and two greatgrandsons.

Helen Clark Olsen, 94, of
Crookston, Minn., died April 22,
2011. Mrs. Olsen is survived by
sons Glenn Olsen ’69 and Gordon
Olsen ’71, five grandchildren, two
step-grandchildren, and eight
great-grandchildren.

1936

Minn., died March 21, 2011.

Ella Franz James, 96, died Dec.

22, 2010. She is survived by two
daughters (including Mary James
Johnson ’65), two sons, eight
grandchildren, and two greatgrandchildren.
Phyllis Cross McNeil, 95, died

June 18, 2011, in Bemidji, Minn.
She was a social worker with
the Beltrami County Welfare
Board. Mrs. McNeil is survived
by 5 daughters, 3 sons, 15
grandchildren, and 21 greatgrandchildren.

1937

Cecile Ryden Johnson, 94,

died Nov. 26, 2010. She was an
internationally known watercolor

Kramer W. Olsen, 97, of Edina,

1939

Mona Baird Golden, 93, of St. Paul

died June 12, 2011.

1941

Milton W. Jahn, 93, of St. Paul

died June 8, 2011. He served
in the Army and worked as a
schoolteacher and principal.
Mr. Jahn is survived by his
wife, Majorie, 4 daughters,
8 grandchildren, 14 greatgrandchildren, and his brother,
Lawrence John ’51.
H. Roger Stuart, 89, of Moorhead,

Minn., died Dec. 7, 2009. He is
survived by his wife, Evelyn, a
daughter, and three sons.

1944

1947

Paul died Jan. 30, 2010. She is
survived by her husband, Kenneth
Hanson ’44, a daughter, a son,
seven grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren.

Oakton, Va., died Dec. 13, 2010.
She was a secretary for the Public
Affairs Office of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and retired in 1991 after
30 years as a federal government
employee. Mrs. Bayless is survived
by a daughter, two sons, five
grandchildren, and a sister.

Jeanne Alm Hanson, 87, of St.

1945

Sylvia Ness Hunt, 88, of Grand
Marais, Minn., died May 8,
2011. She was a schoolteacher
and worked for Republic and
Northwest Airlines. Mrs. Hunt
is survived by her husband,
F. Keith Hunt ’42, two sons,
six grandchildren, four greatgrandchildren, a sister, and two
brothers (including Miller
Ness ’57).
Donald M. Miller, 87, of
Worthington, Minn., died May
28, 2011. A veteran of World
War II and the Korean War, Mr.
Miller served as commissioner
of veteran affairs for the State of
Minnesota and was active with
other veterans’ organizations. He
was also a self-employed certified
public accountant. Mr. Miller is
survived by three daughters and
three grandchildren.
Erma Yvonne Hanson Sunnen, 87,
of St. Louis died Feb. 28, 2011. She
served as Missouri State President
of PEO, the women’s educational
philanthropic organization. Mrs.
Sunnen is survived by a daughter,
a son, three grandchildren, and a
great-grandchild.

1946

Virginia H. Black, 87, of Denver
died June 26, 2011. She was a
program director with the YWCA,
served with the Peace Corps in
Peru from 1962 to 1964, and
worked as a clinical social worker
with the State of California
Department of Mental Health and
Pikes Peak Mental Health Center.
Deno J. Wedes, 87, of St. Paul died
July 28, 2011. He served in the
Navy during World War II and in
the Army during the Korean War.
He ran a private medical practice
for more than 50 years in St. Paul
and Maplewood, Minn. Dr. Wedes
is survived by his wife, Caryl,
three daughters (including Kirsten
Wedes ’81 and Ruth Wedes ’91),
two sons, nine grandchildren,
a sister, and his brother, Chris
Wedes ’49.

Bernice Bogen Bayless, 85, of

Harry C. Meyer, 91, of Vadnais
Heights, Minn., died May 12,
2011. A veteran of the U.S. Army
Band during World War II, Mr.
Meyer served as band director in
the Mahnomen Schools for five
years and at White Bear Lake High
School for 30 years. He is survived
by his wife, Iola, a daughter, two
sons, and four grandchildren.
Albert F. Wise, 87, of St. Paul died

Feb. 12, 2011. He retired from
Prudential Insurance Company.
Mr. Wise is survived by his wife,
Patricia Justice Wise ’46, a
daughter, a son, 4 grandchildren,
10 great-grandchildren, and his
brother, Robert Wise ’47.

1948

Jean Colwell Erlandson, 84, of
Bloomington, Minn., died April
10, 2011. She is survived by her
husband, Alvin, a daughter, two
sons, and six grandchildren.
Barbara Beall Hickel, 83, died

Aug. 9, 2011, in Billings, Mont.
She was a caseworker for Lutheran
Welfare of Montana. She later
became an associate in ministry
for the American Lutheran
Church and was “under call” to
the Montana Women’s Prison and
the greater Billings community.
Mrs. Hickel is survived by two
daughters, five grandchildren, and
four great-grandchildren.

Thomas E. Schultz, 88, died May

28, 2011, in Inver Grove Heights,
Minn. After serving in the Army
in France and Germany during
World War II, he worked as an
employment manager at Armours
and American Hoist and Derrick
and retired from the Minnesota
State Department of Employment
and Security. Mr. Schultz is
survived by his wife, Lorraine
Keys Schultz ’47, two daughters, a
son, eight grandchildren, six greatgrandchildren, and a sister.
Elaine Zeman Thomson, 85, of
Bloomington, Minn., died June
fall 2011
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17, 2011. She is survived by her
husband, John, a daughter, and
a son.

1949

Roy E. Peterson, 85, of Edina,

Minn., died June 10, 2011.
He retired after 50 years as an
optometrist. Mr. Peterson is
survived by his wife, Faye Finch
Peterson ’49, two daughters, two
sons, nine grandchildren, and
three great-grandchildren.
Chi Boller Whitmer, 84, of
Dayton, Ohio, died July 2, 2011.
She was a homemaker, a Red
Cross volunteer, and board chair
of the United Fund in Tipp City.
Mrs. Whitmer is survived by her
husband, Jack, a daughter, two
grandchildren, and a brother.

1950

Gordon B. Ashby, 87, of Polson,
Mont., died June 21, 2011. He
served in the Marines in the
Pacific during World War II and
was a teacher and football, hockey,
and softball coach. Mr. Ashby
is survived by his wife, Lucille,
two daughters, two sons, six
grandchildren, and three greatgrandchildren.

1951

Robert L. Brimi, 83, of Casa
Grande, Ariz., died June 1, 2011.
He served in the South Pacific
during World War II and retired
after 33 years as an industrial arts
teacher. Mr. Brimi is survived by
his wife, Doris, a daughter, and
two granddaughters.
Rowland J. Burnquist, 86, of

Berlin, Md., died Aug. 9, 2011.
He was a procurement clerk with
Safeway. Mr. Burnquist is survived
by two daughters, a son, five
grandchildren, and five greatgrandchildren.

Constance Bush Livingston, 81,

a program for autistic children. She
also worked as a psychologist and
private counselor and was a radio
psychologist in Minneapolis and
Orlando, Fla., in the 1980s. Mrs.
Mason is survived by 2 daughters,
5 sons, 12 grandchildren, a sister,
and 2 brothers.
Joan Robinson Matera, 81, of

Kenosha, Wis., died May 26,
2011. She taught kindergarten
in Kenosha for more than 25
years. Mrs. Matera is survived
by a daughter, a son, and five
grandchildren.

John K. Webster, 82, of
Beavercreek, Ohio, died July 2,
2011. He served in the U.S. Navy
and worked for the advertising
agency Weber, Geiger & Kalat
for 37 years as public relations
director, account executive, and
senior vice president before
retiring in 1993. Mr. Webster is
survived by his wife, Ruby Marohn
Webster ’51, four children, and
five grandchildren.

1952

Harald H. Bordewich, 81, of

Cottage Grove, Minn., died June
23, 2011. He worked for G.H.
Tennant Company for many years,
retiring in 1992. Mr. Bordewich is
survived by his wife, Patricia, and
two sons.

Bente Moe Trapp, 79, died May

28, 2011. She was a teacher
and served as a pre-AIDS
test counselor with the Utah
Department of Health. Mrs. Trapp
is survived by a daughter, two
sons, seven grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren.

1954

Richard E. Hanson, 78, of

Burnsville, Minn., died April
4, 2011. He is survived by
two daughters, a son, and six
grandchildren.

of Pike Lake, Minn., died May
20, 2011. She was an integral
part of Livingston’s Big Duluth,
her family’s clothing business.
Mrs. Livingston is survived
by a daughter, two sons, six
grandchildren, and a greatgrandchild.

R. Lewis Holden, 92, of Mankato,

Marilyn F. Mason, 81, of Mankato,

Mary Laughlin Taylor, 78, of

Minn., died July 28, 2011. She was
the principal at Andersen School in
Minneapolis, where she developed
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Minn., died July 6, 2011. He
was a World War II veteran and a
teacher. Mr. Holden is survived
by former wife, Rhoda Pease
Holden ’54, four daughters,
seven grandchildren, two greatgrandchildren, and a brother.

Danville, Ill., died June 7, 2011.
She was a homemaker and a

volunteer membership secretary
for St. James United Methodist
Church for 35 years. Mrs. Taylor
is survived by her husband,
Charles, three daughters, seven
grandchildren, brother David
Laughlin ’58, and sisters Alice
Laughlin Aylesworth ’56 and
Grace Laughlin Holm ’60.

1955

Ann Colle Rogers, 82, died Feb. 16,
2011, in Oakland, Calif. She taught
foreign languages in Lake Forest,
Ill., and was a key administrator
at the American Language Center,
the Institute of International
Education, and the Minneapolis
College of Art and Design. Mrs.
Rogers is survived by a son, a
stepson, four grandchildren, three
great-grandchildren, and a sister.

1956

Margaret McQueen Bard, 76, of St.

Paul died Aug. 6, 2011.

Gary R. Hostetler, 81, of Mounds
View, Minn., died July 1, 2011.
He was a staff sergeant in the
Marine Corps during the Korean
War. Mr. Hostetler is survived
by his wife, Kathryn Babcock
Hostetler ’54, a daughter, three
sons, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren, and two sisters.

1957

Carter T. Dedolph, 81, died June
17, 2011, in Fitchburg, Wis. He
served in the Air Force and retired
as vice president of investments at
First Wisconsin Bank after more
than 15 years with the institution.
Mr. Dedolph is survived by his
wife, Joyce, four children, and four
grandchildren.
Ronald L. Hilsen, 80, of

Bloomington, Minn., died June
16, 2011. He was a teacher
in the Minneapolis schools
for 30 years. Mr. Hilsen is
survived by a daughter, 2 sons,
10 grandchildren, 2 greatgrandchildren, a sister, a brother,
and the mother of his children,
Helen Hilsen.

1958

Dale S. Allen, 78, of Bloomington,
Minn., died April 28, 2010. He
served in the Korean War and
retired in 1985 after 26 years
with the Postal Service. He later
worked as a guard and airport

screener. Mr. Allen is survived by
his wife, Mary Lou, two sons, two
grandsons, and a brother.

1959

Norbert F. Winter, 75, of St. Paul
died July 19, 2011. He worked for
50 years as an agent and general
agent in life insurance with his
family’s firm, Winter & Associates,
Inc. He also served as a director
and board member of numerous
civic organizations, including the
Children’s Hospital Association
Foundation, the United Hospital
Foundation, and the St. Paul
Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Winter is survived by his wife,
Karen, a daughter, a son, and four
grandchildren.

1960

Jon C. Adelsman, 74, of Olympia,
Wash., died June 16, 2011. He
served in the military in Germany
and worked for Hennepin County,
the State of Minnesota, and the
Washington State Department
of Corrections. Mr. Adelsman is
survived by his wife, Hedia, four
children, six grandchildren, a
sister, and two brothers.

1963

James D. Steiner, 71, of Tonka
Bay, Minn., died June 13, 2011.
He practiced with the law firm of
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi
from 1972 until his retirement in
2000. Mr. Steiner is survived by
his wife, Gwyn, four children, two
grandchildren, and a sister.

1969

Nick W. Uraga, 63, of Gig Harbor,

Wash., died June 30, 2011. He
served as a flight surgeon with
the U.S. Air Force from 1976
to 1985. He also worked as an
emergency medicine physician and
founded an occupational medicine
clinic. Dr. Uraga is survived by a
daughter.

1970

Paula C. Lindberg, 63, of
Manchester, Mo., died June 23,
2011. She taught high school
math for 30 years and continued
to tutor and mentor students
after her retirement. Ms. Lindberg
is survived by two sisters and a
brother.

1971

Ruth Buhl Johnson, 61, died April

17, 2011. She worked for the Army
Corps of Engineers, the Cricket
Theatre, KTCA-TV, Minnesota
Public Radio, and the Minneapolis
Star Tribune. She was a Minnesota
Lottery sales support manager for
21 years. Mrs. Johnson is survived
by her husband, Scott, a son, two
sisters (including Eunice Buhl
Smith ’69), and a brother.
Rene Wilhelm Mallen, 61, of Rye,
N.H., died Aug. 14, 2011. After
working in publishing, teaching
undergraduate English, and
translating books from German
to English, she worked in human
resources for Mercedes Benz and
the United Way of Massachusetts
Bay. Most recently, Mrs. Mallen
was vice president of human
resources at the New England
Division of the American Cancer
Society. She is survived by her
husband, Edward Mallen ’71, a
daughter, a son, and five siblings
(including Michael Wilhelm ’87).

1972

Roy C. McBride, 67, of Osceola,

Wis., died July 29, 2011. He
was a poet and co-founder
of Poetry for the People, the
Powderhorn Writers Festival,
and the Continental Historical
Reclamation Project. He also
taught in Twin Cities schools
and was the subject of the
documentary A Poet’s Poet by
Mike Hazard ’74. Mr. McBride is
survived by his wife, Lucinda Rusk
Anderson, a daughter, and two
sisters.

Kim H. Tunnicliff, 56, of Wooster,

Ohio, died June 16, 2011. From
1985 to 1999 he was director of
the Gerald R.
Ford Institute
for Public
Service at Albion
College, where
he also taught
international
relations,
American foreign
policy, and
Soviet politics.
Mr. Tunnicliff
was a city
council member
and mayor of
Albion, Mich., before serving as
vice president of the Associated
Colleges of the Midwest and
director of international studies at
Augustana College. Most recently,
he was director of off-campus
studies at the College of Wooster.
Mr. Tunnicliff is survived by his
wife, Ginny, a daughter, two sons,
his mother, and a brother.

1986

Paul W. Frenzel, 47, died June 7,
2011. He founded Macalester’s
a capella group the Traditions and
was a member of 5th Avenue,
an a capella group that won the
National Association of Campus
Activities’ Artist of the Year award
in 1992 and 1993, competed in
the finals of the Fox TV program
Big Break, and represented
Minneapolis at a summer festival
in Ibaraki, Japan. Mr. Frenzel
is survived by his wife, Karen, a
daughter, a son, and a sister.

9/11 Revisited: This memorial tree was

dedicated in 2002 in memory of Tim Haviland ’82, who
worked on the 96th floor of One World Trade Center
and died in the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. The Ames,
Iowa, native was survived by his parents, wife, and
seven siblings, including Margaret Haviland ’81, who
still tends the flowers around the tree. A Timothy
Aaron Haviland 9/11 Endowed Scholarship Fund was
also established in 2002.

1976

William A. Swanston, 56, died

June 15, 2011. He served in
numerous management positions
with Pepsico and its subsidiary
Frito Lay for 25 years. He was
also part of the executive team at
Dean Foods and was most recently
chief financial officer of Interstate
Brands. Mr. Swanston is survived
by his wife, Helen Kallas Swanston
’76, a daughter, a son, his mother,
and a sister.

1977

Deborah Gottlieb Beitler, 56,

died in July 2011. She is survived
by her husband, Stephen, two
daughters, her parents, and a
sister.

Other Losses
Garth C. White, a former facilities manager at Macalester, died July 24, 2011, at the age of

96. He also served as vice president of business affairs at Jamestown College. While living in
St. Paul, Mr. White was governor of the Kiwanis Minnesota-Dakotas District. He retired from
Macalester in 1976 after 10 years with the college and worked as a golf course ranger near Danbury, Wis. Mr. White is survived by his wife, Milada, 2 daughters, 2 sons, 10 grandchildren, 13
great-grandchildren, 2 great-great grandchildren, and 2 sisters.
Margaret A. Gleason, a former administrative assistant and receptionist in Macalester’s Admis-

sions Office, died April 1, 2011, at the age of 81. She is survived by three children, four sisters,
three brothers, and her grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
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ESSAY

row’s worlds. Being in the realm of
the impossible makes writers and
readers braver, more able to take on
timely and challenging subjects. Fantasy writers give voice to the voiceless
in ways that characters in other genres aren’t able to, forecasting
social change well before it takes root in contemporary culture.
For as long as I can remember I’ve been dreaming up other
worlds, other times, fantastical scenarios, and supernatural gifts
that would make life more interesting. To write about characters
and places that lack those magical elements would leave me a
little sad.

By Andrea Cremer
At Macalester the faculty role is described as that of scholar/teacher, signifying the institution’s commitment to excellence
in both faculty research and teaching. In the past two years I’ve
donned another mantle, and now I’m figuring out what it means
to be scholar/teacher/novelist. Some might find it surprising that
a historian of the early modern era would find equal joy in writing
about a 21st century world full of witches and wolf warriors, but
to be honest, building a bridge between my worlds always
struck me as natural rather than antithetical.
The histories that I investigate as a scholar are populated by people who believed that the “wonders of the invisible world” acted upon their daily lives. Documentation of
events that modern sensibilities would dismiss as fantastic
or impossible was taken with deadly seriousness: spectral
beings presented as evidence in court cases, werewolves
hunted down, tried, and executed. These things happened
not as bedtime stories to frighten children or as elaborate
tales meant only to entertain, but as the quotidian makeup
of a 17th century life.
History and fantasy are closer cousins than most scholars would be comfortable admitting, as are science and magic. With the rise of professional scholarship and the social
sciences in the 19th century, the academy began to find its security in a foundation of empirical evidence and a framework of hypotheses and rationality.
No foundation, however, is without cracks, and through these fissures
seep lingering traces of a past in which
the lines between myth and reality blur.
This scholar can’t help but wonder if the
impulse to create a parallel life of writing fantasy alongside my research grew
from deep roots extending to the place where fact and fantastic
remain ever entwined.
I’m often asked if I would write in a genre other than paranormal/fantasy. It’s hard to imagine doing so. Fantasy was my bread
and butter from my earliest books. Even in non-fantasy genres
I related most closely to the fantasy elements. For example, I
loved Anne of Green Gables for the creative worlds Anne constantly dreamed up. After all, it’s not just any heroine who ends up
stranded in a river because she was pretending to be the Lady of
Shalott.
I’m also committed to the ways in which fantasy has been
on the leading edge of social issues. Questions about gender and
sexual power, racial ideologies, and hot-button political topics
have long found expression in sci-fi and fantasy. Writers Octavia Butler, Ursula K. LeGuin, and many others in the genre have
brought readers face to face with today’s problems set in tomor48
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History meets fantasy

It would also make me feel like a liar. The worlds I study and
the world I live in are steeped in a rich tradition of myth, magic,
and mischief. Fantasy doesn’t exist in a realm outside of humanity, but manifests from our blood and bone—chasing us through
life, lingering in death. Our myths evolve along with our society,
changing but never vanishing.
These qualities may be what I love most about fantasy: its
longevity and flexibility. Fantasy and paranormal tales are tied
up in human culture. Our mythologies going back as far as histories—both oral and written—record include episodes of magic,
mystery, miracle. Fantasy is a vital part of the human condition.
And I’m glad for it.
Andrea Cremer teaches history at Macalester and specializes in

the early modern era, especially early American cultural and social
history. She is also author of the Nightshade series, including Nightshade (Philomel, 2010) and Wolfsbane (Philomel, 2011).
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change service requested

First-years
were helped on
move-in day by
football players (in orange)
and safety and
security director
Terry Gorman
(in plaid kilt).

